
 
YEARLING QUESTIONNAIRE 

It is important to answer all questions truthfully and to the best of your knowledge.  
 

Sale: ______________________________________    Consignor:_____________________________  Hip # _________ 

 

Sire: ___________________   Dam: __________________  Date of birth: __________ Sex: ________ Color: _________ 
 

Is this horse a cribber?           ❏ Yes      ❏ No  

If a colt, is this horse a ridgling?       ❏ Yes      ❏ No 

If a colt, has this horse been gelded?      ❏ Yes      ❏ No 

  

Does this horse have any deviation from the norm in one or more eyes?    ❏ Yes      ❏ No  

 If yes, which eye and what is the deviation? 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Has this horse had a surgical intervention of the upper respiratory tract?  ❏ Yes      ❏ No  

 If yes, please give date and name of vet. 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

Has this horse had any abdominal surgeries?        ❏ Yes      ❏ No  

If yes, was there any resection of an abdominal organ (partial or complete) except to repair a ruptured bladder in a 

newborn foal?         ❏ Yes      ❏ No 

Please give date, name of vet, and type of surgery _______________________________________________________ 
 

 

Has this horse had any invasive joint surgeries?       ❏ Yes      ❏ No  

If yes, please give date, name of vet, and type of surgery __________________________________________________ 
 

 

Has this horse had any invasive limb alignment procedures?   ❏ Yes      ❏ No  

If yes, please provide details ________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

Does this horse have any noticeable scars or cosmetic blemishes?  ❏ Yes      ❏ No  

If yes, please provide details ________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

Does this horse have any medical issues that will require treatment while he is on the sales grounds?  ❏ Yes      ❏ No 

If yes, please provide details:  _______________________________________________________________________ 

        

Does this horse have any nominations (Breeders Cup, state programs – foaled in/registered ___-bred)?  ❏ Yes      ❏ No 

If yes, please give details __________________________________________________________________________ 

Please list any special instructions that a consignor would need in regard to handling this horse on the sales grounds,  

(e.g. lip shank vs. twitching when being scoped)? 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Where was this horse raised; where is this horse currently located; and how long has it been there?  

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Please list any other pertinent information that you would like to disclose to a prospective purchaser regarding this animal? 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Title: ❏ Owner ❏ Farm Manager ❏ Agent ❏ Trainer ❏ Other____________ 

 

Signature: __________________________________            Date: ________________ 
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